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ABSTRACT
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Attachments Across the Life-Span: A denerat17pal:PersieCtive

The purpose ofthis paper is toauggest the importance of We-span

SitaCtments in the work, family roles. anctsuipdtt syStems of wOme4Shd

to offer some indirect empiriCalOvilence4fthiae
attachments through

sex,-role identity and social competence within
an examination of values,

faMilies\across generati

- -.\ .

. ',11fe,-Span, Attachments
, /

.,

.
, ::),-

No 6 ' The concept of attachment is borrowed from the infant' literatUre
$ 14.. .'T .eF.

\ 4._(AinSwpA 4h:,:197'Bowlby, 1969f.GewIrtZ, :1972) xfhere

.

it has traditionally

ref erred to ItiSi very special relationship an infant has with his or het< ..: . , ., . . . .
.

primary, caregiver : Infant attachment was first "discovered" in the'middle
? .

1.940'4 and 1950's whetOlend-!ptz,,alld (Spitz:scMolfe, 194611, Dennis,I
.

. ,

.
. .

ji ,

.'rairence 6,11.ipton; 1962) teportethat thfants.vere not thtiv40g #.1&
0

NasPitalsandorphanages: 6Aful'studY suggested that this failure to

thrive 'was not the result of Poor'teeditIg or spoor hygiene but was rather

the result of a monStimulating 4ocial ,envirOnmedt. People then becaMe

more tognizant of the importance'of-that earl first relationship and begdn

to study the attachment a infantexhlbits toward his or her. mother. 'Attach-._

merit became a primary concern, anon infant researchers defined as an

affectkonal bond ,WliliaiiSlispecificlin focus and enduring in nature, and

. 4

tb
measured by oximity Seeking

r

esof stxess or danger, Intertuptioh'
e 0

of this normal attachment process either
.1,(3

through separation or death of.
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the primary caregiver fsnow known to be a possible' cause of severe

retardation of both physidal. and. psychological krowth of,an infant.

Infants were observed to protest and then.withtreW:from their enizon-
oS

meat as a result of stressful. long -term Separations...SOmeinfants

drew tothe'point of total marasma which, if
ft
not'reVersed,risulted in

.

death; this, despite the fact that the infants had dophysical disability.

Dramatic findings such as thesesensitized psychologists to the importance

of social interaction and 'relationships,for infants. e.

010%The role of attachment for normal_idfant tevelopment has been fairly

clearly established. Not<only is attachment impOrtant for-infantsir

itbnorgAl situations but it is.-als central aspect of normal groWth and

development. AlPd4worth (1973) - suggests that the mother -child relationship
%

.

4.

provides the infant with a tecure base from which to explore. A lack of

such a secure baie will prevent the normal child from seeking interaction

:with.hid,or her environment and therefOre will prevent the type of be-
o.

.t
haylors which are likely:iro lead tooptimal develoPilent.'leeWis (Lewis

Goldberg, 19.69) his extended this nbtion even further Ad suggests thskt
,

the type of relationship an infant establishes with'his r4her mother has

implicatfons not only for the preseilt envfronmentridfadt interaCtioni but
. .

also fqr future interactions. The infant; according to Lewis,velops a
t.,

relationships. Such advinter-
.

,!.psyChologidal set. which transfers.to later

. 4

pretation suggests' that attachments may a

adult)development'and adjustment.-

be a critical.component of

,

Much of--what is known about attachments,in infancy can
,

applied to i concept of adult attachments.

be dit tlY

...

t attach-
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gents of.adulta, many of the.infant.measures and effe&ts can be applied".
.

People do generally ,have Special'Telationships they 'consider important

that'are specificAn nature and enduring-in time; 'Aid, as iiCthe'case

of infant attachent,' adult attadhientA ca e readily activated by, Stress

and manifested by :prOximItyseeking he attachmen figure. Adults too,

are likely to turn to certain peo eWho are important to them during ",

o.
anxious or stressful moments. Although attachmJt has not been studied

by.psychologistaas an i ortant part of normal OdulthO6d,.. there is some
. .

evidence to suggest hat attachments -dire as important *6 adults as 'they"
' 4

have. been show to be'to infarits.
_

One spective, which is increasingly accepted,in the psychological

liie ture, is the importance of consideringdeVelopmenta*change both

n children-and adUlta as part of a life Cycle.ol continuity and groWth.

ti

Rather than examining ihfants, children, adolescents, yoUng Adultsand

old people each 'in isolation, it is more reasonable to examine one. period
/

,of a person's 'life while considering previous exverierices that might

influence. an individual's present tiehayiors. This same life-span concept

can be'applied to attachments (Antonucci; 1970/. .Considering adult at4ch-,

ments within .the framework of psydho-social relationships, it becomes

.. )

.
.

'

, ,

Much.Morereasonable to consider an individifel's attachients at any one
7..,

,_
. : .

.

. 4
iseriodAn.time in relation to past and, possible future attaChm6nti, that

s

:( . '

'
,-, . , . -.,,,

. is,-to considev.the consistency or inconsistency within which that attach-

gent exists. At the presedtvtime when considefing women in their rapidly
1

. .
.

, .1.
'tchanging worldof increased or at least changed roles, this tion of

,

continuity of span attachmegtsfseems particularly critical. Women
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'

workwho are exploring new family and work roles are in need ofattaohments to

pdvide a secure base, that is, a consistency in their lives from'Which
.

,
.

to explore their world. Of course, this notion applies to both men and
.

Of'
women. If an individual is committed .to or(thrust into the role of

kl

assimilating new realui of experience, life-span attachments should allow.".

the exploration process to be more successful. Individuals with secure

attachmOnts will have a firmer base from Ohich fo proceed than individuals

wto do .not haVe a consistent supportive base fromwhicki.to.emb'ark.

The concept of life-span attachments has received some attention

in the gerontological literature.' Since the cultural. stereotype suggeits.

that old people are weak,.needy and dependent,'perhaps it is more acceptable
- ,i 1

,
fol.

;

them to acknoUlede thigvulherability. The imp*
.
of 'an older-

.

person haVing a confidant or close interpersonal t:. jiaas demon=

,

strated
%by

Lowenthal and Haven's 0.968) claSsic study inditated diet
,

the.ixistence Of a confidant was the only distinguishable difference be-

tween. older people who did or did not eventually'require instituteona1J

ization. The critical role of intimacy and interaction in the Lowenthal

and Haven study lends credence to the hypothesized importance of life-span

attachments. Ratheihan a sign of weakness, such attachments-prove to be

a sour'ceof strength'for old people and, as this paper suggests,perhaps

for.others as well.
`.

Recently,, Kalish and Knudtson (197.6Y urged that we reformulate tie

.concept of-dePendency, used predominantly to 'describe behirviors of the

very young and the very old and instead 'consider that oid"people,may not

be. exhibiting dependency but. rather attempting to maintain life-span'
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1. .
attachments. With children thereisa positive set of behaviors described

with the ttrd attachment and a negatiVe'set of behaViors descr-Aed with the

word dependent. Thus far we have only adopted the hegitive Concept for

old'people and ignored the positive; Kalish and Kriudstom''(1976) offer-
4

theexamples an old woMah.dependeht upoh. her daUghter for a ride to the

dOdtor's,and a wo who will, not give up a beloved cat to enter a nursing

home and suggest that these behaviors should be considered as efforts t6

Maintain longstanding attachments. They ptoposethat'we.concen'trSte on

life-span attachments and examine the reactions of Older people'when they
. .

find thethselves incaliable of maintaining the level ofattschments they
,

feel is appropriate and desirable. A measure of the diVergence between
. , ..,....

I

.Ale'.preferred and actual:number and qUality of attaChments mlibt.be a.reas44161y

accurate measure of a person's life adjustment. The importante.of such
,

a measure frgquently emerges in unexpected plades and sitdations. The ,

...

documented_and seJere effectS of houSing relocation Of the elder y'Anay be ,

a dramatic illustration of the impottanceiof attachments. DesP to the
. .

.

,,opportunity to move-from appahtly delapidated 4ousing to newer, more
..

.
. ,

. , .

modern.facilitiesolder people h been known

tive reactions- to- such new

rLctionis generilly seen

hotnet, sometimes

to display extrettiel?i nega=
A

even death. Althon8h:t410

as an indication of, the fraility and ill- health

.of'the-elderly, their response, may be better understood in Light of the

ced physieal and psychological break wiet.longstanding commnoity'and
,

neighbOrhood ties,that is, attachments'.

.">---
Hartup OW Lempers (1973) *re among the firetlo apply the concept-

. ! ,

.

,v

-c_

,

un
,

...-40pf attachments to the family by, suggesting that,ourunderstanding of.the
. .

,
.

family would be greatly enhanced by'an.interactiOnal analysis of family.

o
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relationshipa. Building from the mother-infant attachment literature,

which ndw advocates theuse of a, dyadic bidireCtidrial interactional model,

Hartup and Letpere attempted to apply this' perspective to adult family.

interactions. While some were suggesting that the nuclear family Was

deteriorated, dying, or at the very least, isolated (see Cooper,;-D. The

Death of the Family, New-Yo , 1971), others were heeding Hartup and Lempers

and examining the inter-relationships among family members. .They re4rt

substantial generatiOnal consistencies as well as a great. deal of fntra-

familial contact (Bengston:1975; Hill, 1970; Troll, 1971). For example;

Troll 11975). reports that within three-generation famillis both men and

women' maintain kinship ties but that women provide social support and

services to other family members whereas men axe more likely to provide/
- Jmoney as a form of aid to relatives. Many researchers (Bengston &'Black,

1973;, Hill, 1970; Troll, et alf', 1969) have begun to reportgenerational

, ' findinWthat suggest ceitain nsistencies in addition to the much. touted

. .

)

,

/ t . , "
. ,, ,

differenIces An social intexactiOns, ttitudes, valugOrnd life VerspeCtives.,
---7.;) ..

within the fatillx. .'Contrary tojth thinking of some, psychologists and

.

.)

socioligists about the decline difple,family'in tOe United StSeg, these

studies suggest the active, Viable existenae-of a modified extended fetidly
.-

,

ft , ...network. Thus, the three-generation family. literature provides evidence
, ... .t

, thatpeople maintain a significantSamount of contact within families over
.time, that is, maintain APOrtant life-span attechients.:

With .the advent of'better
edUcation,.fewer.children and increased. \.0.

employment, the life s yles. of women have been.changing. One purpose of

this paper is to sugge f'that despite ntmeroue and significant changes in

11,
. .

S.
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the lives of women, di role of longstanding attachments remains crucial.

The results of the two three-generational studies which are reported

.below, serve to reinforce this view. The importance'of fimily ties

beComes increasingly, evident when one considers. -the large degree of

- continuity and consistency across generations.within fatiliesthat exist

at the same'time and pafallel to obvious differences and changes also

evident in.the family. This, intra-family three- generation approach was

Chosen on the grounds that it would provide a unique and fairly exten-.

'sive amount of information about family relationships.

Some Empirical Evidence

Focusing on the probability of extreme:changes in values'aid roles

that must result from'the.ne4owork and: family life styles individuals

are being exposed to, two\jof my colleagues (Nancy Gillett of Syracuse

,University'and-Frances-Royer of Hutchings Psychiatric Center) and
*.

thought it would-be interesting to document these changes within the

framewOrk of same sex family linked generational triads. Se0eral genera-
.

time withing the same family seemed particularly appropriate for study

since family'ambers experience similar socialization although membets

of each, generation possess a unique life cycle perspective and age-related

role. We thoight people would hold values consistent with their roles,1
.

develcipmental stages and fUnCtions within the society, that is, that men
\ ".

.
, .

and women,'young, middle-aged and old people would hSve distinctly diffet-
.

ent value orientations.
A

We chose three types of values to examine: terminal, instrumental

and work-related. The terminal and instrumental values are delineated

by Milton Rokeach (1968). He defines terminal values 'as important rela-I
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tively central guiding principles, of a significant nature which repre-

sent "enti-stated of- existence." We chose the terminal values: A Com-

forthble Life, Equality, An Exciting Life, Freedom, and A'Sense of

Accomplishment. Instrumental values are defined (Rokeach, 1968) as more

specific, goal- oriented guidelines in one's life. The instrumental values,

we explored were: Ambition, Capability, Independence, and Intelligence.

Ancr finally, we thought the work- related values of Cooperation, Education,

Money, -Success, and Work tight highlight age.or'sex differences since

people of different ages and sexes would,be at various points in their

respective work careers.

Our subject4fwere 30 male and 30 female adult children,' their same

sexed parents and grandparents (N = 180). The adult _children were con-
.

tacted through University_ classes and asked

and distribute one each to their parent and

contained. a semantic differential scale for

to fill out a questionnaire'

grandparent. The questionnaire

each of the above mentioned

values. This technique had 13,en previously demonstrated to be a viable

technique for use with old.people and was chosen over the Rokeach ranking

system for that reason (Antonucci, 1975).'

Our findings confirmed some of our hypotheses but also offered some

surprises. :Mere were generational di4er6nces in all\of the instrumental
. .

4-values andall but one (Cooperation) f: the work-related values. With the

no differences by generation.

sex differences jn values were inter-

exc' ..y Comfortable.of A Coortable Life, there were

in te. nal values. And finally,"the

eating but only at a borderline level of significance (p < .058).
1

. --

. 1 0
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Examination of the generational differences in instrumental values

indicate that in every case, older people assigned'higher, not lower,

Aratings to these values than younger people. In the case of work-related

values, the same trend was evident. The middle generation, presently in

the mainstream Of the labor force, did consider work-related values

important but in four out of five values, older people rated the values

even more highly than theirjounger counterparts. One explanation for

this finding is that the oldest generation hills a Strong commitment to a

value system that by virtue of a lifetime of experience includes work,

instrumental and terminal values. This interpretation suggests that

older people-do not abandon the values that were most relevant to their

younger. years but rather increase or maintain a commitment to these as

well as additional values; It may be,that the cb4tinued commitment is

a result of the belief that such valueS provided the, secure base, from

which they can now enjoy more retirement- related values both of the

instrumental ands terminal type. On the other hand, it is pospible, and

the cross- sectional nature of our data prevents a reasonable choice between
.

the two explanations, that old poeple have now inflated theit general value
4.

system because. of general feeling.ofAeprivation or withdrawal from the

mainstream of society. Our.inclination is that the former explanation is

more viable than, the latteT.

The lack of generation differences in terminal values seems par-

ticularly noteworthy. These are the values Rokeach says are most basic in
-

our value systems; the onesof fundamental, enduring impbrtance. And it

is these values whichreveal no differences within families' across generations.

fl
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ThuzG this finding lends some support to the notion of continuity end'

sistaerity in the basic socialization experiences within the family

structures 1
The onlycerihinal value rated significantly higher by older

peOple than by people of the younger generations was A Comfortable Lire.

This value;, although designated by Rokeach as a terminal value, does

intuitively Appear to be especially critical to older people Vince it is

,patticularly during this age'period that maintaining a r4onably comp=

,

4

Portable existence may be threatened by financial or health strains.

Otherwise" the values Rokeach Considered most basic seem to be transmitted

accurately'and consistently across generations within the family.
5

As I mentioned above, our analyses of sex differences indicated that

Value differences between men and warren only reached-a borderline level

of aiinificance. %This, itself, seems interesting, College men and women,

their parents and.grandOarents when lumped together-and compared on the

basis of-sex .do,nor dhow overwhelming differences. There do seem to be

',more similarities.'than One might haWe (certainly more than we) expected,in.

:,
.

.

.

.:
.thepe changing times (see Footnote, 1). ,.Once afain,^there v

v
ere no six. .N

?

differences in termini' values and,actually very few in instru Mbntaf or

work-related 'values. Where-there were differences, in the values Ambition,

!ducition, and Intelligilce, in each case women rated these values hAher.

As with the generation' differences, at least two explanations are possible.

.:These differences may represent a shift toward achievement-related values

J
'It shdrOd be noted; howevr, that although there were no significant

"differences in-iiheie values, correlational analyses also indicate that over-.
'ail there are very few significant similarities.
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.foriFomen and.shift toward affiliative valUes for 'men. On the-othe\r.'.:
1T

=

hand, men, may bkratitsLhigkapTues which are not genera attributed

This latter explanation
,

might be.indicative of kind of overcompensation in response to society's`

stereotypic view of women. In this case, the nature of the data precluded)

to them in the. culture Mit- are widely esteemed.
. -

)

'

.a reasonable choice between the explanations. In general, however, the

lack of sex differences in values across generations was more:impressive

than the,existence of such c rences. (Details of this study have been
1 6'

presented elsewhere, AntonuCci Gillett & Hoyer, 1976.)

Atrigued by these findi0p, Nancy Gillett, Mary tevitt and decided

tO'eXplore the area of sex role identity,and social' competency. We dlpected,

giVen the changing times, that older people would be more' stereotypic in

their sex rolel identity than_younger people. In a pilot study, 12_three

generation family related female triads were asked.to complete the:Bern

Sex-Role Inventory and the Texas Social Behavior Inventory. The Bem scale°

is designed to distinguish androgynous individuals from those with more

sex-typed self concepts. The Texas Social Behavior Inventory is designed

to assess an indiVidual's general feelings of competence in a variety of
/ ,

social situations. It was expected 'that younger women would have lower

femininiWind higher masculinity scores than their mother and grandmothers
\ .

and'that this younger group would also have significantly higher social

competence scores. These expectations were only partially correct. In

fact, there were several interesting unexpected fin ings.

The middle-aged women had the highest masculin ty scores (M = 91.8)

followed by young women (4 = 88.7), and then the oldest women (M = 76.3).

13
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Pith ofthese'diff,fences'were significeat.--ThOn. the other hand, the two
/. . . .

younger generatio& scoredaignifilantly higher than
.
the. oldest generation

on.thefetinititY scale.but their scores wile not significantly-
. -

/

=.
'fromeach other.,Finally,, there were no significant di erences by

(t-
.

.J
generation in social 'competence scores. Exploring u ther, a high positiVe

/.

significant correlation between .masculinity and .s cial competende and a.-

low posittve nonsignificant correlation between femininity indsoCiar4com,.

.petence itias .indicated. It,isposSible that this finding is as much a/

reflection about the inadequacy Of'mascUlinity-femininity scales in general

as it.is,a reflection of the.actuarrelationship between sex. -ible,identity

.Competence, However, the correlation between fdmininity scores
.

and social competence scolta,'although not statistically significant overall,
r

*.
suggest some very interesting differences in pattern's of.relationshipa

.

-When examined separately by generation. .Forthe yoUngest.generation,1

'there was a positiVe correlatiOnofr = .16' between flininity andsoCial
1

competence. In the middle-aged generation,ihis correlation'was also

ixm4tive'but much higher,. r = .74,. In the oldesp,generation the. correlation
. )

between femininity, and social competence was a negative. one, r = -.27.

Thus, contrary to prediction, middle-aged women have both higher masculinity

and femininity scores and show a signifnt relationship between feM7ininity.

and soial competence as well\a the more eipected.xelationship between

masculinity and social competence scores.' This suggests that although

:there may be changes in sex role identity, it is important to note that

middle-aged women: have managed to achieve high masculinity, Nigh fAmininity

and high social competence scores,. eflectingANeugarten and Datan's (1973)

view that middle-aged women reacka point in their lives where they have

1 4



°coped with a majority. of the

J ,

prepared to venture into, 'new perhaps,mtOre "masculle"

s
i

'110':,middle-aged women sie to r=/present a combinatio04

new," which:.; esults in A strniger; perhapi more androgynous

they4ce_as young

111/

hpan,Attac ments

13

n and are.

reas: 7.These''

hebid and the

concept of

social compeience. On the otner hand, the older omen

their sources of identity

women who are ready to 'emb

some roYes and simply aban

d self -de initio.n.,

ace .new \roles,

on others.

seem to lose all

Contrary io the middle-aged

se older-women seeeto.lose

Some Thoughts About Women's
Work, Family Roles and Social Support

,

There seems to be a thread th t ties together the attachment; theory

discussed earlief.and these two three-generation studies, that is, that

generational family links, are,an:eXample (one of many)*Of-attachments
/

that provide consistencies.and support, change..

'\
The.6ree-generationiStudies highlight two things. First, there is

clearly an important, interactive network among people of different.$en-

erations, This is ind cated.bythe lack of differences in terminal value

/ .

systems within fami les. Thus, there is some evidence, albeit indirect,

that long-term.at achment relationships do exist across generations. The
/

pilot three-generation study of sex role identity and social competence
.

suggests a se ond useful point. Although we. are"in.the midst of const9t,

sometimes extreme chang , it is often difficull to predict where that

change,will surface.. ereas it was hypothesized that changes in a

positive diiectIon in the areas of sex role identity and,social competence

would come from'young women, the data indidate that their middle -aged

mothers were both more masculine and more feminine. These women seem a.

5,
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to be/providing an unpredicted source of support .67.theit families:

In conclusion, itis proposed that people, adults and infants, men

end women, require long7=.term, high-lquality relatioLships.with others, that
,

is,attachments. These relatiOnships seem to be of majOr imptirtance tp.1A

adult. development and should'receille more attention; Attachments rePre-

sent vital, inteli-active communication systems that allow people: the

strength fo explore new alternatives Traditional Male=female, parent-_

dhild relationships could thus be providing support for dhange; founda-

tion from. which one can -grow and expand. 'These ,ralationships'need'not

le-traditional; they'may.be heerosexual or homoseXual friendship's. It

is not the status or types of people involved that are ant, but

rather the very nature of the relationshirelationshiis based on

equality and mutual support.

As times change and women communicate more and more with each other.
0

in an attempt to share the burden and rewards of change, it seems critical

that the need for the social.support provided by significant attachments

be emphasized. The important role these attachments play in our liVes,

should be'acknowledged, so,that it will be possible to teach each other

how to develop and nurture productiVehealthy attachments: An important

contribution of the Women's Movement and research on women can be to

explicate and encourage the development of positive attachments and help

people, both men and women, to avoid the unhealthy attachment; exemplified

by battered wives and abusing parents. Social support systems or healthy.'

attachments are critical to the adjustments that must be made in the areas

ofwork and family in-these sometimes frustrating; sometimes exhilarating,

but certainly changing times.

l f3
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